
SCCS Middle School Summer Reading List 2020/21   

7th grade 

All incoming 7th graders are required to read Bud, Not Buddy 

and one book from the reading list below.  

 

REQUIRED READING  

 

*** Bud, Not Buddy   – by Christopher Paul Curtis,        
     It is 1936, in Flint, Michigan, Ten-year-old Bud Caldwell may be a motherless boy on the run, but   he’s on  

     mission. His momma never told Bid who his father was, but she left a clue: posters of Herman E. Calloway  

     and his famous band, the Dusky Devastators of the Depression! Bud’s got an idea that those posters will lead  

     to father.  Once Bud decides to hit the road and find his mystery man, nothing can stop him.  Bud, Not Buddy  

     is full of laugh-out-loud humor and wonderful characters, hitting the high notes of Jazz and sounding the  

     deeper tones of the Great Depression. 

 

 

Choose one book from this list. 

 

1.  Boy Bites Bug by Rebecca Petruck 
    Summary: To defuse a situation between his best friend and a new student, Nolan eats a live stink bug,  

      gaining popularity and a class project idea but, perhaps, losing a friend.  

 
2. City of Ghosts by Victoria Schwab 
    Summary: Ever since her near-fatal drowning, Cassidy has been able to pull back the "Veil" that separates the living  

     from the dead and see ghosts, not that she wants to, and she was really looking forward to a ghost-free summer at    

     the beach; however her parents are going to start filming a TV series about the world's most haunted places, starting  

     with Edinburgh with its graveyards, castles, and restless phantoms--and Cass and her personal ghost companion,  

     Jacob, are about to find out that a city of old ghosts can be a very dangerous place indeed. 

 

3. Game Changer by Tommy Greenwald 
     Summary: While thirteen-year-old Teddy fights for his life after a football injury at training camp, his friends and  

       family gather to support him and discuss events leading to his coma. Told through dialogue, text messages,  

        newspaper articles, transcripts, an online forum, and Teddy's inner thoughts. 

 

4. Love Like Sky by Leslie C. Youngblood 
     Summary: Eleven-year-old Georgie is still adjusting to leaving Atlanta for a small town, having a stepfather, and      

        being unable to get close to her stepsister when her six-year-old sister, Peaches, suddenly becomes very ill. 

 

5. Marcus Vega Doesn't Speak Spanish by Pablo Cartaya 
     Summary: After a fight at school leaves Marcus facing suspension, Marcus's mother takes him and his younger brother,  

      who has Down syndrome, to Puerto Rico to visit relatives they do not remember or have never met, and while there  

      Marcus starts searching for his father, who left their family ten years ago and is somewhere on the island. 

 

6. Night Diary, The by Veera Hiranandani  
     Summary: Shy twelve-year-old Nisha, forced to flee her home with her Hindu family during the 1947 partition of India,  

       tries to find her voice and make sense of the world falling apart around her by writing to her deceased Muslim mother  

       in the pages of her diary.  

 

7. Small Spaces by Katherine Arden 
      Summary: After eleven-year-old Ollie's school bus mysteriously breaks down on a field trip, she has to take a trip  

        through scary woods, and must use all of her wits to survive. She must stick to small spaces. 

 

 



8. So Done by Paula Chase 
     Summary: The friendship of best friends Metai and Jamila threatens to combust from the pressure of secrets, middle    

        school, and auditions for a talented-and-gifted program.  

   **Please note this is the most mature title on this year’s list. While there is no actual profanity written, there is some  

        urban slang versions of profanity.  

 

9. Storm Runner, The (A Storm Runner Novel, Book 1) by J.C. Cervantes 

        Summary: To prevent the Mayan gods from battling each other and destroying the world, thirteen-year-old Zane  

         must unravel an ancient prophecy, stop an evil god, and discover how the physical disability that makes him reliant  

         on a cane also connects him to his father and his ancestry. 

 

 10. Surrounded by Sharks by Michael Northrop,  
    Tired of being crammed into a tiny hotel room with his mom, dad and brother, Davey escapes early one morning   

    to a secluded beach. He doesn’t leave a note. Davey intends to enjoy the quiet and spend some time reading.   

    However, the water is so beautiful. Disregarding the “No Swimming” sign, he decides to step into the water and   

    instantly his whole world changes. Follow as this story unfolds and consider… what would you do if you were   

    alone in the ocean, no one knows where you are, and you are surrounded by sharks?  

 

 

11. Tight by Torrey Maldonado 
      Summary: After his quick-tempered father gets in a fight and is sent back to jail, sixth-grader Bryan, known for being  

        quiet and thoughtful, snaps and follows new friend Mike into trouble. 

 

  

 12. Upside Down in the Middle of Nowhere by Julie T. Lamana 
    Armani lives with her family in a New Orleans community where she enjoys visiting the local donut shop. Her   

    main thoughts swirl around her upcoming birthday party, but then the party is interrupted by the worst hurricane   

    to ever make landfall in history, Hurricane Katrina. Is there any hope that her life will be the same again?  

 

http://www.state.lib.la.us/literacy-and-reading/louisiana-readers-choice/lyrc-ltrc-2020-2021-program 

 
6-8th Grade Annotated Title List: Word Doc, PDF 
6-8th Google Slides Presentations with and without Book Trailers 

 
 
 
 
2020 Summer Reading Selfies 

Let us know what you have been reading this summer! Post your selfie on Facebook/Twitter/Instagram and 

include your first name only (no last names, please), your grade, and the book title!  

Happy Reading! 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

http://www.state.lib.la.us/literacy-and-reading/louisiana-readers-choice/lyrc-ltrc-2020-2021-program
http://www.state.lib.la.us/files/LYRC/6-8_2020-2021_Annotated_Nominated_Titles_Updated.docx
http://www.state.lib.la.us/files/LYRC/6-8_2020-2021_Annotated_Nominated_Titles_Updated.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qJA84mVTBQLPm2ZT0MX-SmfMccu6hk0U

